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18 UPDATING THE COMPAS ASSESSMENT FOLLOWING REVOCATION DECISION 

The static portion of the COMPAS-R Core assessment must be updated, following the 

decision to revoke when: 

 A new criminal charge prompted one of the allegations, and 

 The client is facing or has the potential to face prison confinement. For example, a client 

with an imposed and stayed prison sentence who also has a new criminal charge 

prompting one of the allegations, the static portion of the COMPAS-R Core should be 

completed. If a client has a withheld felony sentence and also has a new criminal arrest 

charge prompting one of the allegations, the static portion of the COMPAS-R Core should 

be completed. 

 Formal Institution ATR’s where a new criminal arrest resulted in the ATR. 

Updating is done by using the Create function. If the previous assessment completed was a 

WPN, Core or Reentry, the agent should use the create function to and update the static 

information into a new COMPAS-R CORE. In the Reason for Assessment field, the agent 

should choose “revocation update required”. 

  

The updated assessment must be completed within thirty days of the service of the DOC-

414. 

The assessment will show as “incomplete”. An assessment note must be entered for all 

cases where the client is facing or has the potential to face prison confinement. This note 

will make it clear for DAI the reason an assessment was or was not done. For example: 

 Assessment not updated: no new criminal arrest. 

 Assessment updated: new criminal arrest. 

If the client is revoked, DAI will complete the assessment with the client in the institution. 

If the client is not revoked, the agent will complete the remaining sections of the Core 

assessment within 60 days of the decision not to revoke. 
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